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The following diagrams depict three embodiments of this idea to replace Tesla's capacitor within his Radiant Energy patent with a transformer. Two applications are for an Earthing appliance, such as a bedsheet. The third application is for power generation. Although I've tested out some of these ideas when applied to an Earthing bedsheet and found that a transformer does indeed magnify the Earthing experience, I cannot make any claims about the power generation embodiment. That is conjectural. I also cannot make any claims as to whether these Earthing applications are beyond merely being interesting in the short run. Nor can I make any claims that these Earthing applications may not be injurious to one's health in the long run. At the very least, these Earthing experiments are a direct means of validating the development of these concepts by one's own experience if inclined and sensitive enough to do so.
Earthing application, version 1...
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Earthing application, version 2...
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Proposed power generation?.....
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The thin wire of the aerial and gound are one continuous open circuit. They are connected together. But the thick load line is its own closed circuit and is not connected to the thin aerial/ground line. Both the thin and thick lines are wound together on the same transformer. The thick load line is probably wound first onto the transformer as a primary coil, while the thin aerial/ground line is wound as a secondary coil placed on top of the primary. The primary coil supplies voltage to the transformer, while the secondary coil drains off amperage (current) from the transformer to the load?
Unlike some of the prior embodiments described in earlier versions of this "Earthing Transformer" series of textual expositions, none of these wires terminate in a bare end not connected to anything. All ends of wires are connected to something: either to another wire (as is the case from the aerial to the ground), or else back to the other end of itself (in the case of the load).
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